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I have made these presentations 
available in the hopes that the ideas 
will be helpful to others.

I only ask that you respect my work by 
providing attribution as appropriate 
and not re-posting them.

Thank you and enjoy.
Bill Nussey



Introduction

Background on Bill Nussey
Better Software: TRS-80 software, 1980
Da Vinci Systems: E-mail software, 1985
Greylock: Venture Capital, 1996
iXL: E-business services (IPO), 1998
Silverpop: Marketing software, 2000
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10. There Are No New Ideas

Every idea you can think of has already been thought of... and is already 
funded

Remember, the other guys with your idea think their idea is unique, 
too. They will not announce their company until they are ready to 
launch.

Success is not about ideas but about execution
The best companies don’t create great ideas, they create great 
management teams
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9. Products Are the Easy Part

Business Models are at least as important as your product
How will you sell your product? 
How much will it cost to find customers?

Chose your business model carefully
Consumer facing businesses usually fail
Commercializing raw technology rarely works
Cost of sales can easily surpass profits
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“It is better to sell Aspirin than Vitamins.”
- Bill Nussey



8. Raising Money is Really Hard

Raising Money takes much longer than you think
Angels are easiest but they only invest limited amounts
VC’s take 3-6 months if things go well
Every VC will tell you they are totally signed up at the first meeting
Corporate or “strategic” investors can easily take a year

All the high-priced, crazy deals you read about will probably not apply to 
you
Best way to raise money is to sell your products to customers -
everything else has serious downsides
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A Few Truths about VC’s

You get what you pay for - some will add great value, most will not
Good VC’s invest in management teams
VC’s almost never invest in unsolicited business plans
Tech VC’s come in three flavors

Regional, national and specialty - many people waste too 
much time trying to land a national VC
“Why should I fly over great deals to get to great deals”
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On Venture Capital… “Not only does it sound great at parties but you’re expected to fail 90 percent 
of the time and that’s okay. I mean no disrespect to venture capitalists when I say this, but a hamster 
with Alzheimer’s could make those kinds of numbers. Its good work if you can get it.”

- Scott Adams, Author of Dilbert



7. The “First Big Risk” Theory

Nearly every big success starts with someone taking a large, up-front 
risk

A seasoned exec taking a career risk to join a start up
A VC firm taking a risk by writing a large check
An early customer taking a risk on an unproven company - this is the 
best kind

Things that are not big risks:
A young person, early in their career starting a company
Friends and family investing in a start up

Getting someone to take the first big risk is essential - after that, all 
other components tend to fall into place.
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6. Control is a Myth

50%ownership is a myth
Standard VC contracts give them  tons of control, regardless of 
percent
“He who controls the checkbook controls the company”
If you’re worried that investors will “fire” you then either you are 
paranoid, you are in over your head or you’ve got the wrong 
investors.

Let someone else be the CEO if they’re better
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“It is better to own a small piece of a large pie than a large piece of a tiny pie.”
- Everyone



5. Focus or Die

Good businesses will generate new opportunities
Don’t be greedy and grab all the money you see - just go after the 
right money... and absolutely, unequivocally nail it.

Pick your core competence and be the best at it
Competition is always smarter and tougher than you expect

Business strategy is not about picking the right things to do. It is about 
avoiding the wrong things. Seriously.
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“When standing, stand. When sitting, sit. But above all, don’t wobble.”
- Mitch Kapor, founder of Lotus



4. It Really is About the People

The single, most important thing an executive will ever do is hire and 
retain great people.

It’s not about Ideas
It’s not about Technology
It’s not even about Market Opportunities
It’s about People, period

The rules, the threats and the opportunities change every day - very 
good management teams see this as an opportunity
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Paraphrased from Ann Winblad, VC, “Successful Entrepreneurs come in every variety of personality 
and skill set. I’ve only found one thing in common among great entrepreneurs. Startups often spend 
years pursuing a vision only to find that one-day 80% of everything they’ve done is wrong. Great 
entrepreneurs not only keep going but they instantly drop the 80%, pick up the remaining 20%, and 
go after it with all the passion and commitment of their original efforts.”



3. Starting Companies is not a Qualification for 
Running Them

The Founder Syndrome
Bulldozer Drivers make lousy Bus Drivers

Seasoned entrepreneurs usually pick one or the other
Great founders just keep founding
Great operators just keep operating

Startups go through three stages
Prototype
Customers
Operations
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2. Note: the Tortoise Beat the Hare

The Hare was faster and probably smarter but he lost
To be competitive in business you need three things

Good products or services
Good management
Sufficient funding

To win in business you need one thing
Execution
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Two backpackers in the woods stumble across an angry bear which promptly charges at them. On 
guy calmly opens his backpack, takes out some tennis shoes and starts lacing them up. Panicking, the 
other guys says, “Hey, you can’t our run a bear”. The first guy responds, “I don’t need to, I just need 
to out run you.”

- CEO of Men’s Wearhouse

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Does everyone know the story of the Tortoise and the Hare?Microsoft executes – Internet vs. Blackbird story



1. Above All Else, Luck Matters Most

Nothing you plan will actually come to pass
Success is not a question of doing everything right, it is about how you 
react when things don’t work out as you planned
Opportunism is what really makes you successful
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“Chance favors the prepared mind.”
- Louis Pasteur



Conclusions

The right team is more important than products and markets

Execution and opportunism drive success more than anything else

Choosing your investors is like getting engaged - make sure you are 
marrying someone you trust and that you like
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Thank You

Bill Nussey, CEO
Silverpop Systems, Inc.

Copyright Bill Nussey



Appendix



What’s in a Great Business Plan

Format:
2 Page Executive Summary - this is key
2-3 Pages for Financials - don’t show a hockey stick
20 - 25 pages total
Powerpoint is becoming acceptable

Focus on management - most VC’s read this first
Focus on why you are different and why people will pay you money
Don’t waste time on Internet market research

VC’s and most other investors already know all this.
Make it fully electronic - everyone is using email
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You Do Need to Make Money

Internet companies have confused a simple truth - businesses need to 
make money.
Running at a loss means that you are dependent on outsiders - to some 
degree, you are at their mercy.
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“The difference between a business and a hobby is profits - businesses make money and hobbies 
don’t.”

- Barry Sikes, COO of iXL



Acquisition is Better than IPO

Getting public stinks (although it is fun, too)
Being public stinks

Limited liquidity
Everyone is a critic
All your dirty laundry is public news
Forces a short-term focus on your performance
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What is an IPO REALLY about?

"So now, take this young firm, torn and frayed from competitive battles, explosive growth, and overwork, 
and drive it through the going public gauntlet.  Take top management, for whom there are already not 
enough hours in a day to run the firm, divide it in half, and put half of it through a grueling marathon of all-
night meetings and then a debilitating round-the-world tour.  Next, take entire departments of the 
company's middle management and devote them to filling out government paperwork or undermining 
everything they've done in the months before.  And finally, distract every single person in the firm with the 
prospect of a big payday to occur sometime in the near future, but on an uncertain date. 
Do all of this, and then demand that the company not only survive this process but actually continue on 
its already precipitous growth path or risk devastating financial punishment.  And, of course, offer no 
guarantee that some external force (an indiscreet remark by the secretary of the treasury or a meeting of 
Middle Eastern oil ministers) won't render the whole ghastly, miserable experience utterly pointless, or 
worse, actually destructive to the firm's future.
And that is what going public is all about."
From Going Public, MIPS Computer and the Entrepreneurial Dream by Michael S. Malone
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